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Short Vowel Stories 

For Young Beginners 

adapted for children with special needs 

By Mary Cooney,  Illustrated by Kiara Rivas

Book 2 - Short Vowel O
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Practice the Short Vowel Sounds:

A makes ah 

Like alligator 

E makes eh 
Like elephant 

I makes ih 
Like iguana 

O makes aw 
Like octopus 

U makes uh 
Like umbrella 
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hot   dog   God 

pot   hog   nod  

not   frog    
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Hot  Dog 

Parent reads words in grey. 

What  is  in  the  pot ? 
Is  there  a  hog  in  the  pot ? 

A  hog  is  not  in  the  pot. 

Is  there  a  frog  in  the  pot? 

A  frog  is  not  in  the  pot. 

Is  there  a  dog  in  the  pot? 

A  hot  dog  is  in  the  pot.
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hot   mop   box 

pot   cop   fox 

not   stop   ox 
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What  is  Hot? 

What  is  hot ?  Is  the  box  hot ? 

No,  the  box  is  not  hot. 

Is  the  fox  hot ? 

No,  the  fox  is  not  hot. 

Is  the  pot  hot ? 

Stop!  Stop!  The  pot  is  hot!
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Dog   off   hop 

Frog   on   top 

Log     odd   pop 
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Frog  and  Dog 

A  frog  hops  on  the  log. 

Along  comes  a  dog. 

The  frog  hops  off  the  log. 

Hop!  Hop! 

The  frog  hops  off  the  log. 

The  dog  is  on  top  of  the  log.
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fox    off    not 

box   on    got 

ox    odd   hot 
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The  Fox  and  the  Ox 

A  fox  is  on  a  box. 

Off  fox!  Off! 

The  fox  got  off. 

An  ox  is  on  a  box. 

Off  ox!  Off! 

The  ox  got  off. 
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is   frog  pan  cat 

in   hog  man  hat 

the  dog  ran   hot 
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The  Frog  in  the  Pan 

A  frog  is  in  a  pan. 

The  pan  is  hot. 

The  frog  got  hot. 

Hot,  hot  frog. 

The  frog  jumps  out  of  the  
pan. 
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cat  hog  ox  ran 

sat  frog  fox  man 

fat  dog  hot  can 
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The Cat and the Dog 

A cat sat.  It sat and sat. 

A dog ran.  It ran and ran. 

The cat is fat.  

The dog is hot. 
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Sad  fox  rag  pot 

Mad  box bag got 

Had  ox  tag  not 
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The  Sad  Fox 

A  fox  had  a  bag.   

The  bag  had  a  tag. 

An  ox  got  the  bag. 

The  ox  got  the  tag. 

He  ripped  the  bag.  He  ripped  it  up. 

     The  fox  was  sad.  

      The  bag  was 

             a  rag. 
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